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Cat Adopter Bundle: 
Cat Photo Tips 
for Beginners 

 
 

 

 

You don’t have to be a professional photographer to post pawesome cat pics on Instagram. However, 

you do need to know a few basic tips to take photos that people will enjoy. This tip sheet gives you the 

basics so that you can start posting photos—and get your followers to fall in love with your kitty! 

 

Let’s see those eyes! Photos where you can see the cat’s eyes and they’re looking at the camera almost 

always get more engagement than photos where your cat’s not looking.  

Got cute photos of kitty sleeping or with their back to the camera? Use them as the second pic in a 

carousel post, in stories, or in a #wontlookwednesday post! 

You don’t have to dress up your cat! Lots of people dress up their cats, but that doesn’t mean you have 

to. Nakey cats are just as cute as dressed-up cats! Follow your cat’s lead. If they aren’t the dress-up type, 

don’t make them do something they don’t want to do. Instead, use props that they can pose next to. 

Visit your local dollar store. Speaking of props, I get nearly all of Manny’s props at Dollar Tree or the 

Bullseye’s Playground aisle at Target. These are great places to get cheap props like holiday decorations, 

cute signs, inexpensive letter boards, etc.  

 

Lighting and Photo Quality 

Outdoor lighting, or light from outdoors, is often the most flattering. If you take your cat outside, this is 

a great place to shoot photos. If not, try shooting photos in rooms where there is natural sunlight. If you 

don’t have a lot of natural light in your home, cool-toned light often helps you get a better photo than 

warm-toned light. 

When you upload a photo to Instagram, you can also use their Brightness tool to improve the lighting of 

your photo. I use this tool even on photos that have been taken in natural light. 

Don’t zoom in too closely to your cat when taking a photo or crop a photo too small—these things can 

affect the quality of your photos, making them look blurry. 
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A Special Tip for Black Cat Owners 

Did you know that some people won’t adopt black cats because they’re harder to take photos of? How 

silly is that? I enjoy the challenge of taking photos of my black cat. One thing that really helps me 

improve the quality of my black cat photos is the Lightroom app. This app looks complicated, but I’ll tell 

you how to get in and out quickly while significantly improving the quality of your black cat photos! 

• Open up the app and import the photo you want to improve. 

• Tap the “auto” button—this will do a general automatic quality improvement to your photo. 

• Export the updated photo to your camera roll. 

• And that’s it! Just 3 simple steps to a better black cat photo. 

 

And Finally, a Quick Pep Talk 

Pretty much everyone’s first Instagram photos are not as good as their most recent ones. Over time, you 

will learn how to take better photos. The important part is to get started! Improvement happens over 

time and with more experience. Try to focus less on “perfection” and more on posting consistently. 

 

Need more help? Visit the Cat Lady Academy Instagram account for more tips and tricks! 
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